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19th August 2011
Australian Government
Department of Infrastructure and Transport
Major Cities Unit
ourcities@infrastructure.gov.au

RE: Creating Places for People – an urban design protocol for Australian cities.
To Whom It May Concern:

Firstly, thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft Framework. The Major Cities Unit is to be commended for leading the way towards world-class urban design for the ultimate benefit of the Australian people.

We at Population Health - Northern Sydney & Central Coast (NSCC) have the role of protecting and promoting the health and wellbeing of our people (those who live within our geographic area) and more broadly, the people of NSW and Australia. As such, we are very supportive of National and State level policy and protocol that facilitates greater ‘liveability’ and better health outcomes.

Having been actively involved in the emerging field of healthy planning / design for some years now, we are very aware of the positive health impacts that a well designed urban environment can have on people and conversely, what negative impacts a poorly designed city or town can have.

Whilst evidence examining the role of the built environment in supporting human health as part of everyday living is growing Kent J; Thompson SM and Jalaludin B (2011) Healthy Built Environments: A review of the literature, Sydney: Healthy Built Environments Program, City Futures Research Centre, UNSW. ISBN: 978-0-7334-3046-6, it is very encouraging to see the development of such documents as the National Urban Policy and National Urban Design Protocol, which establish a clear framework and common language amongst policy makers and practitioners to facilitate better health outcomes in our cities.

As a general comment, we believe the Draft Framework is a sound document. The use of definitions, diagrams, symbols and repetition of these symbols throughout helps to meet the objective of identifying a common language and makes for a relatively easy read, something that is essential if we are to expect implementation by practitioners and proponents.

More specifically, we offer the following feedback regarding the Draft Framework:
Page 3 – Objective
It is pleasing to see ‘there is a recognition that regional cities and towns can benefit by sharing best practice knowledge and encouraging better quality planning and design of the built environment.’ Gosford City, the capital of the recently declared Central Coast region, is one example of a city that stands to benefit greatly from encouraging world-class urban design and architecture at a National and State level.

Page 3 – Relationship with other policies and guidelines
At a time when healthy planning / design guides, healthy urban development checklists etc. seem to be proliferating, it is pleasing to see that ‘The Australian Urban Design Protocol is intended to complement these materials’. Further, it is great to see acknowledgement of the fact that ‘Many jurisdictions at State, Territory and Local government level already have in place their own guidelines and protocols related to planning and urban design.’  Operating largely at the local government level, we feel that it is important to reinforce the importance of the Protocol not becoming just another “shelf document”, that it dovetails into State policy, is easy and logical for practitioners to implement and ideally, is somehow enforced.

Page 8 – Design Principles for People
Creating urban environments that are innately “comfortable and welcome”, “vibrant”, “safe”, “easy to walk and cycle around” is a sound way to create the context for people to engage with each other. Population Health - NSCC welcome these Principles for People.

Page 9 – Goals of the Australian Urban Design Protocol
At this point in the document we believe it is easy to get lost in the layers of goals between the Urban Policy and Urban Design Protocol. Whilst there are obvious parallels between goals one to four of both the Policy and Protocol, there is some inconsistency in the language used e.g. Productivity versus Prosperity, Governance versus Leadership. Introduction of the fifth goal in the Protocol, whilst worthy perhaps, seems to appear from left field.
It is suggested that the contents of page 9 and much of page 10 (up to ‘urban design strategies and solutions’) precede the contents of page 8 (Summary of Goals and Principles).
Population Health - NSCC welcomes the inclusion of the goal ‘To cultivate healthy and cohesive communities’ and understand that this is underpinned by the other four goals of the Protocol.

Page 10 – The goal to cultivate healthy and cohesive communities …
The first bullet point ‘engagement’ introduces a definition not previously seen. On page 11 it becomes obvious that this is an ‘attribute’ rather than an outcome.
The third bullet point ‘active’, whilst an equally good term, should perhaps read as ‘vibrant’ to be consistent with language to this point.

Page 10 –  “… integrate design and design excellence”
Where it goes on to say “… is the basis for eight principles for design” it might be worth making clear that four are for people and four are for place, as made clear in the diagram on page 8.

Page 10 – Quote: “First life, then spaces, then buildings – the other way around never works.” Jan Gehl
This is a refreshing inclusion from a true urban design authority. Having recently had the privilege of listening to a presentation by one of Jan’s colleagues, Lars GemzØe, it was inspiring to hear of their suggested departure from the traditional planning process (i.e. Buildings > Space > Life) to a new planning process, which essentially reverses the process (i.e. Life > Space > Buildings). In summary, life (people) must come first and the built environment created to support life. We truly hope that this document facilitates this new planning process.
Whilst seemingly a minor inclusion, we suggest that if it is to be included, the quote by Jan Gehl is introduced earlier and made more obvious within the document to inform and inspire practice.




Page 12 – Design Principles for People
Further to the ‘Principles for People’ and associated ‘Outcomes’ detailed previously in the document, Population Health - NSCC welcomes the added detail under ‘Attributes’ and ‘Related concepts’. We believe the document captures the vast majority of features that create healthy places for people.
We do question though, the second bullet point under ‘Attributes’ that states ‘It is not too exposed to unpleasant noise … traffic or pollution’. Ideally, people shouldn’t be exposed to these undesirable and potentially unhealthy environmental attributes at all. We do concede that this is difficult at times however, in aspiring to be ‘world-class’, we suggest removing the word ‘too’.
Also, we question the use of the term ‘social economy’, the seventh bullet point under ‘Related concepts’ (or first associated with the ‘Vibrant’ principle). Keeping in mind the Protocol’s objective of identifying a common language, we suggest the term ‘social capital’ is more commonly used.

Again, thanks for the opportunity to provide comment on the Draft Framework. We hope that our feedback is of some use. Should you have any queries or require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact Nigel Tebb, Health Promotion Officer, Northern Sydney and Central Coast Health Promotion Service via phone (02) 99769533 or (02) 43494826 or email ntebb@nsccahs.health.nsw.gov.au" ntebb@nsccahs.health.nsw.gov.au 


Yours Sincerely


Paul Klarenaar
Manager
Northern Beaches Health Promotion Service
NSW Health
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